iPad iOS feature or app

Purpose

Chrome feature, Google App, or Read and
Write for Google Chrome (RWG) feature: RWG

is a Chrome extension that works in conjunction
with the Google Suite of products
Chromebook

iPad

Replace paper and pencil
Digital books or text to be read aloud

Docs word processing app

Typing instead of handwriting

Docs word processing

Google Drive app

Storing and filing documents produced

Google Drive app

Speech-to-text iOS feature (microphone on
keyboard)

Speech-to-text replaces typing or handwriting

Voice Typing in Docs and notes section of Slides
Speak feature on Chromebook

Speak iOS feature (text-to-speech)

Text read aloud, helps with editing/revising writing.
Can read come websites.

Word prediction iOS feature on onscreen keyboard

Helps with spelling, words read aloud

Text-to-speech feature in RWG (play, pause, stop)
in conjunction with Docs. Can also use to read
Bookshare digital books or websites.
Prediction feature in RWG in conjunction with Docs

Co:Writer word prediction app

More powerful than onscreen keyboard word
prediction

Prediction feature in RWG in conjunction with Docs

Notability PDF editing and annotation. Can use iOS
Speak feature to listen to the text just inserted to
check for accuracy.

Annotate on scanned documents using typing,
speech-to-text, and word prediction available on
onscreen keyboard.

Claro PDF Pro: text-to-speech; converts
inaccessible text into accessible text in the app so
that it can be read aloud

Use text-to-speech for accessing text when student
cannot decode well enough show comprehension
of materials. Good for worksheets, tests, other
documents that can be scanned so that you can
use them in their exact format
Annotate on scanned documents using typing,
speech-to-text, and word prediction available on
onscreen keyboard. Good for worksheets, tests,
other documents that can be scanned so that you
can use them in their exact format.
Complete math in digital format, removing paper
and pencil. For students whose handwriting
interferes with their ability to show their work and
get correct answers.

PDF Reader in RWG can use typing, Talk & Type
(RWG’s Voice Typing), and Prediction features to
annotate on scanned documents. Can use text-tospeech to listen to the text created by the student.
Screenshot Reader and PDF Reader in RWG. Any
scanned document/PDF or other form of
inaccessible text can be converted right on the
screen and read aloud. It does not save the text in
the converted version.
PDF Reader in RWG can use typing, Talk & Type
(RWG’s Voice Typing), and Prediction features to
annotate on scanned documents. Can use text-tospeech to listen to the text created by the student.

Claro PDF Pro: PDF editing/annotation on scanned
documents which also need to be read aloud to
student. Can use iOS Speak feature to listen to the
text just inserted to check for accuracy.
Mathscribe or Geogebra

Equatio Chrome extension allows students to use
typing with specialized equation editors and
speech-to-text specifically designed for math
language.

